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EXTRACTION OF IC CRITICAL AREAS FOR

PREDICTING LITHOGRAPHY RELATED YIELD

Zoran Stamenkovi�c

Abstract. This paper presents a method for the extraction of integrated cir-
cuit critical areas based on a transformation of CIF �les from the unrestricted
to a restricted format and a local layout extraction approach. The restricted
format contains a set of non{overlapping rectangles that abut only along hori-
zontal edges. The extraction of integrated circuit critical areas associated with
short and open circuits is carried out by an algorithm that solves this prob-
lem time proportional to n

p
n, on average, where n is the total number of the

analyzed geometrical objects (rectangles). This algorithm is a typical scanline
algorithm with singly{linked lists for storing and sorting the incoming objects.
The performance of our method is illustrated on �ve layout examples by the
analysis of CPU time consumed for computing the critical areas applying a
software tool system TRACIF/EXACCA/GRAPH.

1. Intoduction

To facilitate failure simulations and integrated circuit yield predictions,
the layout information such as minimum spacings and widths, and critical
(or sensitive) areas for the conducting layers must be extracted. An extractor
to obtain the above layout information automatically is needed. Due to the
requirements of the local failure simulation methodology [1], [2], [3], [9], [10],
[12], [14], [15] as well as the visual inspection of the critical areas [4],[7], it
is convenient to have an extractor, which performance is optimized for local
layout extraction.
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To achieve this goal, we use a simple model for estimating integrated
circuit critical areas, and internal data structures for storing the geometrical
objects (rectangles) of a circuit layout and these critical areas. In this paper a
local critical area extraction approach is described. Moreover, the extraction
algorithm and the implementation details for both the front{end and back{
end of the extraction system are presented. Finally, possible applications
and extensions of this system are discussed.

2. Local extraction approach

2.1 A model for estimating IC critical areas

Two most signi�cant types of primitive faults in integrated circuits related
to very small critical dimensions of integrated circuit layout patterns are
short and open circuits caused by lithographic defects. It is obvious that
defects are iregular rough edged splotches that can be modeled using circular
objects. The critical areas for short and open circuits can be de�ned as
areas in which the center of a circular defect must fall to cause one of these
faults (Fig. 1). These areas consist of a rectangular part and four equal
circular parts, and are functions of the defect diameter x. Expressions for
the critical areas As(x) and Ao(x) have been derived by Stapper [18] and
Ferris{Prabhu [8] for a number of long conducting lines. Koren [13] and
Corsi [5] make e�ort to model the critical area for realistic integrated circuit
patterns, whose lengths are not much longer than their widths and spacings.
However, these attempts to take into account the edge efects of conducting
lines by approximating the circular parts of the critical areas As(x) and
Ao(x) with a triangle have not enabled modeling the critical area quite
correct. Namely, the approximation of the circular part with a triangle
causes the neglection of the segment of a circle of the diameter x, whose
area can be over 30% of the total area of the circular part.

Therefore, we propose a new expression for de�nition of the circular part
of critical area for short circuit between two geometrical objects at the dis-
tance s (see Fig. 1(a))
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and a new expression for de�nition of the circular part of critical area for
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opening a geometrical object of the width w (see Fig. 1(b))

Ao(x) = Ao4 +Ao� =
x� w
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where A4 is the area of triangle ACF , A� is the area of circle segment
A_C, and x > s;w.

Fig. 1. The critical areas for short (a) and open (b) circuits.

The estimation of the critical area associated with lithographic defects
requires averaging with respect to the defect size distribution as follows [18]

�A =

1Z
0

A(x)h(x)dx; (3)

where A(x) (As or Ao) is the critical area associated with defects of a given
size and h(x) is the defect size distribution. It should be emphasized here
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that a signi�cant disagreement between the defect size distribution approx-
imated by the conventional 1=x3 function and the measured data has been
observed (Fig. 2).

Therefore, we suggest the Gamma distribution function, which is normal-
ized itself, to describe the defect size distribution [16]. The most important
region of the defect size distribution in view of the critical area calculation
is so called tail region. Because of that the insert of Fig. 2 shows a suit-
able view of the tail region of the defect size distributions approximated by
the 1=x3 function and the Gamma distribution function. As can be seen
from Fig. 2, compared to the 1=x3 function, the Gamma distribution func-
tion provides necessary quick decrease of the defect size distribution for the
higher defect sizes (> 8:5�m) and much better agreement of the defect size
distribution with the measured data for the lower defect sizes (< 8:5�m).

Fig. 2. Empirical distribution (histohram);
Gamma distribution (���); 1=x3 distribution (� � �).

2.2 Data structures

The simplest way to extract the critical area for shortening and opening
geometrical objects is the comparison of a geometrical object to all the other
geometrical objects. This is computationally prohibitive in the case of mod-
ern integrated circuits, which can contain tens of millions of transistors due
to its O(n2) performance, where n is the total number of objects. There-
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fore, algorithms that enable an e�cient processing of geometrical objects and
minimization of the number of comparisons between object pairs must be
used. These algorithms are more complex than O(n) and their complexity
determines the CPU time and memory consumption.

We use a typical scanline algorithm with a list for storing the incoming
objects whose top edges coincide with the scanline. Then every object in this
list is sorted and inserted into another list called an active list and similar
to that in [17]. In the meantime, layout extractions are done by comparing
the object being inserted to other objects in the active list. An object then
exits the active list when the scanline is at or below its bottom edge. The
choice of a data structure for e�cient geometrical object representation plays
an important role. Since local extraction methodology is chosen, a good
candidate for the data structure requires a fast region query operation and
a reasonable memory consumption.

Three kinds of data structures are needed for the critical area extraction.
The �rst one is used for e�cient object representation in the active list. To
minimize the number of comparisons between object pairs, a suitable struc-
ture should be developed so that extraction can be performed as locally as
possible. A singly{linked list is chosen for the active list not only for its
simplicity, but also for its speed and memory e�ciency. The chosen singly{
linked list and corresponding data structure are described in Fig. 3(a). The
proposed data structure contains �elds X1;X2; Y 1 and Y 2 which represent
the coordinates of the left, right, bottom and top edges of a rectangle, re-
spectively, and two additional �elds called REC and MK used to indicate
the rectangle number and the rectangles of the same pattern. The compar-
isons between active rectangles stored in the active list can be carried out as
locally as possible by examining the sorted coordinates of rectangles. The
second data structure is used for a list of coordinates of the critical area
for shortening two rectangles from di�erent patterns. The proposed data
structure is shown in Fig. 3(b) and contains �elds x1; x2; y1 and y2, which
represent the coordinates of the left, right, bottom and top edges of the crit-
ical area, respectively, a �eld �As, which represents the value of critical area
itself, and two additional �elds called REC1 and REC2 used to indicate the
rectangle numbers. The third data structure is used for a list of coordinates
of the critical area for opening a rectangle. The proposed data structure
is shown in Fig. 3(c) and contains �elds x1; x2; y1 and y2, which represent
the coordinates of the left, right, bottom and top edges of the critical area,
respectively, a �eld �Ao, which represents the value of critical area, and an
additional �eld called REC used to indicate the rectangle number.
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3. Algorithm for critical area extraction

The main tasks of described approach are to �nd out all objects nar-
rower than the largest defect with the diameter xmax, all pairs of objects
with a spacing between them shorter than the largest defect diameter xmax,
to determine canonical coordinates of the critical areas (x1; y1) and (x2; y2)
for the largest defect diameter xmax, and to compute the critical areas by
making use of the expression (3).

Therefore, we have developed the algorithm for local critical area extrac-
tion based upon the scanline method for scanning the sorted geometrical
objects and the singly{linked list for representation of the active list of geo-
metrical objects. The main steps of the algorithm are as follows:

Fig. 3. The data structure for a geometrical object representation
in the active list (a), the data structure for representation of the
critical area for shortening geometrical objects (b),
and the data structure for representation of the critical area
for opening a geometrical object (c).

ALGORITHM

� Input: a singly{linked list of rectilinearly oriented rectangles sorted ac-
cording to the top edges from top to bottom from the same integrated
circuit mask layer

� Output: critical areas for short and open circuits between rectangles from
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the same integrated circuit mask layer

1. Set the scanline to the top of the �rst rectangle from an
input list;

2. WHILE (the scanline � the top of the last rectangle from
an input list)

1. Update the active list SOR;
2. Fetch rectangles from an input list whose the top coincides with

the scanline and store them in a singly{linked list called TR;
Update the scanline;
FOR each new rectangle in TR

1. Seek/Left() sorts the new rectangle and inserts it into SOR, computes

A
o and A

s for the new rectangle and rectangles from SOR left to it, and computes

and stores the critical areas for short and open circuits in two singly{linked lists;

Seek/Right() computes A
o and A

s for the last inserted rectangle into

SOR and rectangles from SOR right to it, and computes and stores the critical areas for

short and open circuits in two singly{linked lists;

3. Write the critical areas into output �les.

The scanning process starts with setting the scanline to the top edge of
the �rst rectangle from an input list. The second step is a loop for updating
the active list and moving the scanline. To update rectangles in SOR,
Substep 2.1 of the above algorithm performs comparison between the current
scanline and the bottom edges of rectangles in SOR. If the bottom edge
of a rectangle is above the current scanline for a threshold value (in this
case, the largest defect diameter xmax) or more, a rectangle will be deleted
from SOR. This guarantees that the critical areas for short circuit between
any two rectangles in the y direction can be detected. Substep 2.2 makes a
singly{linked listTR contained rectangles with the same y coordinates of the
top edges. This step enables to sort rectangles according to the x coordinate
of the left edge. The y coordinate of the next scanline (Substep 2.3) is equal
to the top edge of the next rectangle in an input list. Substep 2.4 sorts and
inserts each new rectangle from TR into the active list SOR, and computes
and stores the critical areas in output lists. The last step of the algorithm
writes the content of output lists, i.e. coordinates of the critical areas for
short and open circuits (x1; y1) and (x2; y2) for the largest defect diameter
xmax, as well as values of the critical areas �As and �Ao in two output �les.

Procedure Seek/Left() takes the new rectangle from TR and the active
list SOR as inputs and reports the critical areas as output. Rectangles
are sorted by the comparison of their left edge coordinates X1s. The sorted
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rectangles are stored in the active list SOR. The main steps of this procedure
are as follows:

Seek/Left()

FOR each new rectangle in SOR
IF (X1(TR) � X1(SOR))

Insert the new rectangle from TR into SOR just before the current rectangle
SOR;

RETURN;
ELSE IF (X1(TR) < X2(SOR) + xmax)

IF (X1(TR) � X2(SOR) && Y 1(SOR) � Y 2(TR))
CompL/CrArO;
MK(SOR) = REC(TR);
MK(TR) = REC(SOR);

ELSE IF (X1(TR) � X2(SOR)&&MK(SOR) 6=MK(TR))
s = Y 1(SOR)� Y 2(TR);
CompL/CrArS;

ELSE IF (Y 1(SOR) � Y 2(TR)&&MK(SOR) 6=MK(TR))
s = X1(TR)�X2(SOR);
CompL/CrArS;

ELSE IF ((X1(TR)�X2(SOR))2 + (Y 1(SOR)� Y 2(TR))2 � x2
max

)
CONTINUE;

ELSE IF (MK(SOR) 6=MK(TR))
CompL/CrArS;

Insert the new rectangle from TR into the tail of SOR.

CompL/CrArO computes coordinates of the critical area for open circuit
(x1; y1) and (x2; y2) for the largest defect diameter xmax, as well as a value
of the critical area �Ao by the expression (3) for the new rectangle from TR
and the current rectangle SOR, and insert the new node into an output
list called CO. CompL/CrArS computes coordinates of the critical area for
short circuit (x1; y1) and (x2; y2) for the largest defect diameter xmax, as
well as a value of the critical area �As by the expression (3) between the new
rectangle from TR and the current rectangle SOR, and insert the new node
into an output list called CS.

Procedure Seek/Right() takes the last inserted rectangle into SOR and
SOR itself as input and reports the critical areas as output. In a loop of this
procedure, the place of the last inserted rectangle *SOR is checked �rst by
the comparison of its right edge coordinate X2 with the left edge coordinate
X1 of the current rectangle SOR. It enables to end this loop earlier. The
main steps of this procedure are as follows:
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Seek/Right()

FOR each new rectangle in SOR starting at the last inserted rectangle *SOR
IF (X2(�SOR) + xmax < X1(SOR))
RETURN;
ELSE IF (X1(SOR) � X2(�SOR)&&Y 1(SOR) � Y 2(�SOR)&&SOR!

= �SOR)
CompR/CrArO;
MK(SOR) = REC(*SOR);

MK(*SOR) = REC(SOR);
ELSE IF (X1(SOR) � X2(�SOR) && MK(SOR) 6=MK(�SOR))
s = Y 1(SOR)� Y 2(�SOR);
CompR/CrArS;
ELSE IF (Y 1(SOR) � Y 2(�SOR) && MK(SOR) 6=MK(�SOR))
s = X1(SOR)�X2(�SOR);
CompR/CrArS;
ELSE IF ((X1(SOR)�X2(�SOR))2 + (Y 1(SOR)� Y 2(�SOR))2 � x2

max
)

CONTINUE;
ELSE IF (MK(SOR) 6=MK(�SOR))
CompR/CrArS;
ELSE

CONTINUE;

CompR/CrArO computes coordinates of the critical area for open circuit
(x1; y1) and (x2; y2) for the largest defect diameter xmax, as well as a value
of the critical area �Ao by the expression (3) for the last inserted rectangle
*SOR and the current rectangle SOR, and insert the new node into an output
list called CO. CompR/CrArS computes coordinates of the critical area for
short circuit (x1; y1) and (x2; y2) for the largest defect diameter xmax, as
well as a value of the critical area �As by the expression (3) between the last
inserted rectangle *SOR and the current rectangle SOR, and insert the new
node into an output list called CS.

Note that geometrical objects, i.e. rectangles from the same integrated
circuit mask layer have to be stored in the active list SOR. A simple example,
which illustrates the proposed algorithm is described in Fig. 4. The �gure
shows rectangles in the active list with scanlines shown in sequence. When
the scanline reaches the position S1 the newest rectangle in the active list
SOR is the rectangle 6. In the meantime, the critical area for opening this
rectangle and the critical areas for shortening it with the rectangles 3 and 4
are computed. As the scanline moves down, its next stopping position is S2.
Now the newest rectangle in the active list is the rectangle 7. In the same
time, the rectangle 4 exits the active list SOR because the spacing between
its bottom edge and the current scanline is greater than a threshold value
xmax. By making use of the described algorithm, the critical areas related
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to lithographic defects for any integrated circuit conducting layer can be
extracted.

Fig. 4. Scanlines with rectangles in the active list SOR.

4. Implementation and performance analysis

The layout extraction starts from the layout description in CIF format
and ends by reporting the critical areas for short and open circuits. In our
case, this procedure is done through a software system, which consists of
three tools. The above algorithm is only dedicated to the back{end of the
entire system and is implemented in a program called EXACCA (EXtrActor
of Chip Critical Area). The structure of this system is shown in Fig. 5.

The front{end of system is a technology independent processor for trans-
forming integrated circuit layout description from the unrestricted to a re-
stricted format TRACIF (TRAnsformer of CIF) [11]. The unrestricted for-
mat can contain overlapping rectangles, as well as rectangles making bigger
rectangles from the same integrated circuit mask layer. However, an internal
restricted geometric representation should contain a set of non{overlapping
rectangles that abut only along horizontal edges. There are two important
properties of the restricted format:

Coverage - Each point in the x � y plane is contained in exactly one
rectangle. In general, a plane may contain many di�erent types of
rectangles.

Strip - Patterns of the same integrated circuit mask layer are repre-
sented with horizontal rectangles (strips) that are as wide as possible,
then as tall as possible. The strip structure provides a canonical form
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for the database and prevents it from fracturing into a large number
of small rectangles.

Fig. 5. The critical area extraction system.

TRACIF takes a CIF �le as an input and generates �les containing geo-
metrical objects (rectangles) de�ned by the canonical coordinates of each in-
tegrated circuit cell and mask layer as outputs. Thus the outputs of TRACIF
are lists of sorted rectangles according to the top edges from top to bottom.
TRACIF can handle Manhattan shaped objects and consists of about 800
lines of C code. Therefore, TRACIF is capable to perform the layout de-
scription transformation hierarchically. Namely, TRACIF transforms a CIF
�le to the restricted format in a hierarchical way and makes di�erent �les for
di�erent cells and layers. This feature is desirable since most of the modern
integrated circuit designs exploit the technique of design hierarchy. Within
this design methodology, the layout extraction is only required once for each
layout cell.

EXACCA takes the sorted rectangles and starts the critical area extrac-
tion by using the algorithm proposed in Section 3. EXACCA can handle
Manhattan type objects and consists of about 2000 lines of C code. The
outputs of EXACCA are lists of the critical areas for short and open cir-
cuits. The visual presentation of the critical areas has been performed by
the software tool GRAPH. A pictorial example of the layout and snapshots
of the corresponding critical areas is shown in Fig. 6. Precision of the visual
presentation of the critical areas is limited by the error made in approxima-
tion of the circular parts by rectangular subareas and equal to precision of
the method presented in [7].

To analyze the performance of the algorithm, an idealized model is used.
If there are n uniformly distributed rectangles in a region of interest, there
will be around

p
n rectangles, on average, in each scanline. Based upon

this model, the time complexity of the algorithm is analyzed. Step 1 in the
algorithm is trivial and takes a constant time. Step 2 is a loop with, on
average,

p
n elements under which there are four substeps. Substeps 1 and 2

take O(
p
n) expected time due to their

p
n length of elements in SOR and

TR. Substep 3 takes a constant time. Substep 4 has
p
n elements in a loop

under which subsubsteps 1 and 2 take O(
p
n). Hence, Substep 4 takes O(n)

time. As a result, Step 2 takes O(n
p
n) time. Note that the critical areas
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Fig. 6. The layout (a) and the critical areas for short (b)
and open (c) circuits for the �rst metal layer of operational ampli�er
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�As and �Ao are calculated using Simpson's method for numerical integration
with the x{resolution 0:1�m. Finally, Step 3 takes a constant time. From
the above idealized analysis, the complexity of this algorithm is CO(n

p
n),

where C is a constant. The approaches used in [6], [7], [10] promiseO(n logn)
performance, even though authors note that the actual consumption of CPU
time is a very intensive.

Since a VLSI circuit can contain tens of millions of transistors, the limi-
tation of memory resources places an important role on extraction e�ciency.
To avoid running out of memory, special coding techniques have to be em-
ployed. These techniques decrease the extraction e�ciency, particularly for
very big circuits. In general this memory limitation problem a�ects the algo-
rithms regardless of which data structure is used for the node representation
of the active list. However, a singly{linked list su�ers the least due to its
memory e�ciency. Thus a list structure is preferred as far as memory space
is concerned. The memory consumption of EXACCA is proportional to

p
n.

Here the simulated results of �ve examples which were designed using
double metal CMOS process will be presented. The �rst one was designed
by the students and the last four by Tanner Research Centre. The number of
rectangles, as well as the CPU time of EXACCA on Silicon Graphics Indy
workstation for these �ve integrated circuit layouts called chip, counter4,
counter6, counter8 and counter10 are shown in Table 1. The extraction
speed is illustrated by the analysis of CPU times needed for the computa-
tion of critical areas for short and open circuits for �ve values of the largest
defect diameter xmax. The extraction results show that a CPU time in-
creases as the largest defect diameter increases. Namely, the increase of the
largest defect diameter means a greater threshold for updating the active list
and, consequently, a greater number of rectangles in the active list SOR.
The increase of the number of comparisons between rectangle pairs causes
corresponding increase of the extraction time of critical areas. As can be seen
from Table 1, one of the most important advantages of the proposed extrac-
tion algorithm and corresponding data structures is the ability to process
large layouts in a relatively short CPU time.

Table 1. Extraction time on Silicon Graphics Indy workstation

Integrated Number of CPU time (s) for xmax

circuit rectangles 10�m 12�m 14�m 16�m 18�m

chip 4125 65.1 83.7 89.4 97.8 112.0
counter4 11637 342.4 379.5 406.7 459.9 503.1
counter6 19503 600.2 631.4 685.5 792.6 885.9
counter8 24677 897.6 954.2 1083.6 1217.8 1399.8
counter10 30198 1116.0 1338.1 1542.2 1689.5 1880.3
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5. Applications

EXACCA ensures the microscopic layout information needed for more
detailed analysis. Thus the output of EXACCA may be used for any inte-
grated circuit yield simulation system and design rule checking system. Also,
our software system can be useful for the macroscopic yield models, which
require to know the chip critical area. Caution should be taken in this case
as the total chip critical area must be computed by �nding the union of (not
by adding) the critical areas.

Regardless of the fact that we have only focused on the extraction of
critical areas, EXACCA can also be easily modi�ed for the extraction of
parasitic e�ects. While the critical areas are required for the simulation of
functional failures, the extraction of parasitic e�ects can be used for the
simulation of performance failures.
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